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 ধােপর িব ািরত িববরণ 

১। থেম যেকান ই ারেনট াউজার থেক https://apromis.online/ েবশ করেত হেব।  অথবা www.asset-
dte.gov.bd এর AProMIS িলংক থেক েবশ করেত হেব। 

 

‘িশ া িনেয় গড়ব দশ 
শখ হািসনার বাংলােদশ’

‘একটাই ল  
হেত হেব দ ’

ASSET কে র IDG এর Eligibility Application Form রেণর ই  ধাপ।  

 ১ম ধাপ: ইনি উট রিজে শন 

 ২য় ধাপ: Eligibility Application Form রণ 



 

1. Click on Institute 

 

2. Give all the information and press Submit button 



 

 

3. If submission is completed successfully, a “Congratulation Message” would be shown 
at the top as below: 

 
4. An email message would be received in your email Inbox/ Spam folder as below: 



5. Now, visit https://apromis.online/ 

 

  



6. From menu bar click on Login 

 

7. Give your Email address & Password and click in Login 

 

 



 

8. After giving the email and password, you can get the following screen: 

 
9. Please call corresponding number from the list as shown to communicate with ASSET 

Project Team and request him/ her to activate your account. 
10. After activation is made by ASSET Project, you would get theconfirmation in your email, 

as follows: 

 

11. Now, you have to login again (to get verification email), by using https://apromis.online/ 
link with your email address and password. 



12. . Now you will get the following screen and you have to click on “Send Mail” button to 
get verification email link. 

 
13. A confirmation link would be sent to your e-mail, as prompted below: 

 
14. Please click on the “Verify Email Address” button, as shown: 



15. Now you are ready to fill up information for IDG Eligibility. 

২য় ধাপ: Eligibility Application Form রণ 

1. Give your Email address & Password and click in Login again. 



 

 

 

2. From left Menu of the page click on EAF IDG Button 
 

 

3. Give all the correct information and upload relevant documents of your institute. 



4. Upload all necessary files for necessary validation and as per requirements, using File 
Upload section as below.  

 
You can upload multiple files, as shown above and it should be done before the 
submission.  
 

5. You can Save your information before final submission. For this purpose, click on 
Update as Draft button.  

 

 



6. For final submission click on Submit button. Remind that information can be sent only 
once. So be careful before click on Submit button. 

 

7. Once you Submit, you would not be able to change any information or upload any 
document. Therefore, please revisit all the information and file names before pressing 
Submit button. 
 

8. Click on Download to download your given information.  

 

9. A .pdf file will be downloaded. Print the file and give signature and send 10 (Ten) copies 
of the hard copy to Project Office within mentioned date. 

 

For any queries, you can call 

1. Mr. B. M. Shariful Islam, Deputy Project Director, ASSET Project, Mobile: 
01325073613 

2. Engr. Robindronath Mahato, Programmer, ASSET Project, Mobile: 01325073614, 
Phone: 0241025457 

3. Mr. Mazharul Amin, Program Officer, ASSET Project, Mobile: 01325073615 
 


